2023 EXHIBITION SCHEDULE

Concerning Landscape
January 20 – February 18, 2023
—Curated by Megan Winkel

*Concerning Landscape*, curated by Megan Winkel, explores the construct of landscape and its various forms of expression. This dual-location exhibition includes a curated show at DAM featuring conceptual landscapes and presentation of more traditional works at the neighboring Henry Ford Cancer Institute’s Brigitte Harris Cancer Pavilion. The offsite exhibition at the Henry Ford Cancer Institute will showcase a range of local artists, who will be juried in from a call-for-entry. —*Curated by Megan Winkel*

Featured Artist: Beto Patino
Featured Artist Curator: Jeff Cancelosi

The Dreamer Warriors
April 28 – May 27, 2023

*The Dreamer Warriors* brings together first, second, and third generation local immigrant artists that explore identity and constantly challenge the idea of existence outside of “expected stereotyping.” The perception of immigrants, by others and themselves, differs through social conception, cultural judgements, political predispositions, religious expectations, and the trauma that have been caused by stereotypes. All they fight for is to belong, to be respected, and be heard like everyone else. —*Curated by Jetshri Bhadviya*

Featured Artist: Mike Sivak
Featured Artist Curator: Maureen Devine

Annual Scholarship Awards & Exhibition – Cranbrook Academy of Art
March 10 – April 8, 2023

The 2023 *Annual Scholarship Awards and Exhibition* celebrates emerging artists from Cranbrook Academy of Art. Also featured in this exhibition are works from outstanding CAA alumni and faculty. Three student finalists will receive the John F. Korachis scholarships. —*Curated by John Korachis*

Featured Artist: Lindy Marie Shewbridge
Featured Artist Curator: John Korachis

Extended Limb
June 16 – July 15, 2023

*Extended Limb*, curated by Detroit-based trans-media artist Holliday Martindale, delves into symbiotic relationships between art and contemporary technology. The participating artists use technology as an extension of themselves and as a medium. Artificial Intelligence, Virtual Reality, NFTs, machine-aided work and prosthetics will all be included in the discussion. —*Curated by Holliday Martindale*

Featured Artist: TBD
Featured Artist Curator: TBD
23' EXHIBITION SCHEDULE CONT...

Hot DAM: Detroit Artists Market
Annual
August 4 – September 2, 2023
This open call exhibition showcases work of all media from Michigan artists, juried by Mario Moore, local Detroit artist. Requires a DAM artist membership ($35) and jury fee ($10) to enter.

Juror: Mario Moore
Featured Artist: TBD
Featured Artist Curator: TBD

Art for the Holidays
November 10 – December 30, 2023
DAM’s festive holiday market returns! Featuring more than 100 local artists, Art for the Holidays is the perfect place to find unique gifts for anyone on your shopping list. Works include paintings, prints, ceramics, glass, jewelry, and more. Requires a DAM artist membership ($35) and jury fee ($10) to enter.

In Other Words
September 22 – October 21, 2023
Ordinarily, writing shares ideas by translating them into arrangements of symbols that can be understood by applying the rules of a language. In Other Words transcends the usual ways writing communicates by creating new writing systems, reinterpreting ancient forms of written communication, and using written signs in nonlinguistic ways to express meaning in situations where ordinary languages will not suffice.

—Curated by Veronica Bielat

Featured Artist: TBD
Featured Artist Curator: TBD